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Abstract. A mechanism is presented for classifying phonocardiograms (PCGs)
by interpreting PCGs as time series and using the concept of motifs, times series
subsequences that are good discriminators of class, to support nearest neighbour
classification. A particular challenge addressed by the work is that PCG time se-
ries are large which renders exact motif discovery to be computationally expen-
sive; it is not realistic to compare every candidate time series subsequence with
every other time series subsequence in order to discover exact motifs. Instead, a
mechanism is proposed the firstly makes use of the cyclic nature of PCGs and sec-
ondly adopts a novel time series pruning mechanism. The evaluation, conducted
using a canine PCG dataset, illustrated that the proposed approach produced the
same classification accuracy but in a significantly more efficient manner.
Keywords: Phonocardiograms · Time Series Segmentation · Frequent Motif Dis-
covery · Time Series Analysis · Classification.
1 Introduction
A phonocardiogram (PCG) is a recording of the sound of the heart; it is essentially an
univariate time series [1,13,22]. The sound is cyclic and comprises two phases (S1 and
S2), the Systole phase when the heart contracts, and the Diastole when the heart relaxes.
The systole phase starts and ends with two sound components, when the atrioventric-
ular valves close and when the aortic and pulmonary valves close respectively. The
diastole phase is marked by the relative absence of sound. There will also be unwanted
background noise and, in an unhealthy heart, what are known as murmurs, indicators
of abnormal activity. A PCG is collected using a phonocardiograph, more commonly
known as an electronic or digital stethoscope [8]. By analysing PCGs, it is possible to
detect heart conditions of various sorts; this process can be automated using machine
learning techniques, typically supervised learning (classification).
A common method of classifying time series where repeating patterns are known to
exist is Motif Discovery [7,10,28,29]. The idea is to discover and store reoccurring pat-
terns, known as motifs which are representative of class-labels [15,17]. A good motif, in
the context of this paper, is one that appears frequently and at the same time is associ-
ated with only a single class. The discovered motifs can then be used to label (classify)
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previously unseen time series [1,22,28]. However, finding motifs that are good rep-
resentatives of class-labels is computationally challenging, especially given long time
series (as in the case of PCG data). Exact motif discovery requires the comparison of
every candidate time series subsequence with every other subsequence that exists in the
dataset; a computationally expensive enterprise. One solution is to adopt an approxi-
mate approach [22]. Another is to reduce the complexity of the motif discovery process
by preprocessing the time series so as to reduce the number of computations needed
later in the process.
In this paper, an exact PCG motif discovery mechanism is presented which is ef-
fective in terms of classification accuracy and is efficient in terms of runtime. The idea
is to limit the number of time series subsequences to be considered by first identify-
ing cycles, using a PCG segmentation mechanism founded on the approach presented
in [12], but with modifications. Next, to prune cycles that will not result in good motifs
using a novel “zero motif” mechanism. Then, to process the retained candidate motifs
further so as to extract good discriminators of class. The approach was evaluated using
a canine PCGs dataset comprised of four classes. The first three classes described stages
of Mitral Valve disease, as defined by the the European College of Veterinary Internal
Medicine [2,23], and the fourth was a control class (no disease). The evaluation results
obtained indicated that the proposed mechanisms was more efficient than alternative
algorithms considered, whilst obtaining the same accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a review of previous
work regarding the research domain. The proposed PCG frequent motif selection and
extraction mechanism, and its processes, are then presented in Section 3. Section 4
considers the evaluation strategy, followed by presentation and discussion of the results.
The paper is completed with some concluding remarks in Section 5.
2 Previous Work
Time series analysis is concerned with the processing of time series data so as to extract
knowledge. Typical applications include the discovery of distinguishing patterns, the
clustering of time series collections and the modelling of the domain from which the
time series are drawn. In the case of pattern identification, one type of pattern, and that
of interest with respect to the work presented in this paper, is the motif [5,11,14]. A
motif is a reoccurring subsequence in a time series that is a good indicator of class. A
subsequence (candidate motif) is said to be reoccurring, and hence a motif, if there is at
least one non-trivial match with another subsequence in a given time series according
to some predefined similarity threshold [20,27]; a “trivial match” is where two subse-
quences overlap. To measure how well two subsequences match, a distance function is
required. Euclidean Distance (ED) is widely used in the literature with some evidence
suggesting its competitiveness with, or superiority to, other more complex measures [9].
The “brute force” approach to identifying motifs entails a significant computational
overhead. A number of more efficient, but approximate, motif discovery algorithms
have therefore been proposed [18,19,22], while a tractable exact algorithm remains a
research challenge [3,22]. The later is, in part, the research focus of this paper. The
exact algorithm presented in [22], the MK algorithm, is of particular relevance to this
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paper because it is used as a comparator approach with which to compare the operation
of the proposed approach.
The efficiency of motif discovery algorithms, exact or approximate, can be en-
hanced by preprocessing the input data. This is typically conducted using knowledge of
the application domain to reduce the number of calculations to be considered, usually
by considering the characteristics of the subsequences to be considered. The simplest
technique is to restrict the comparisons to potential non-trivial matches [5]. This tech-
nique is widely used in many proposed motif discovery algorithms [5,22] and is adopted
with respect to the work presented in this paper. For some applications, it is possible
to exclude some sequences because they are known in advance not to be relevant, but
this requires very specific domain knowledge. Another technique for reducing the com-
plexity of the motif discovery process is to adopt the concept of “early abandonment”
whereby a similarity comparison is stopped when the dissimilarity between two po-
tential motifs being compared reaches a pre-specified threshold at which point it can
be safely assumed that the two subsequences cannot be motifs. The threshold can be
user-defined; or, as in the case of [22], derived.
There has been considerable work directed at analysing PCG data, although not in
terms of motif discovery, for the purpose of PCG classification. A segmentation pro-
cess is typically applied first to identify cycles. This is usually achieved with respect
to a reference signal, either an ECG signal recorded at the same time and/or a Carotid
Pulse (CP) [16,24,25]. In the case of the PCG signals collected using electronic stetho-
scopes, the application focus of the work presented in this paper, no such reference
signal is typically available. In such cases, the components of the PCG signal can still
be extracted by processing the signal. This is usually achieved according to the “en-
ergy” of the signal and one or more energy thresholds [4,12]. The well-known Shannon
Energy is frequently used [21] as it maintains time series features. However, there are
situations where not all of the features are needed, as in the case of the work presented
in this paper, in which case alternative energy methods can be used as long as the re-
quired salient features are preserved. Extracting the cardiac components from PCGs
using empirically defined static thresholds is usually inappropriate because of the vary-
ing amplitudes recorded. This is due to difference between subjects in: the thickness
of the chest wall [32], subject age [30], subject mood [30] and further subjective fac-
tors [30]. The alternative is to use dynamically computed thresholds [4,12]; this is the
approach adopted with respect to the work presented in this paper.
3 PCG Frequent Motif Selection and Extraction
This section presents the proposed PCG frequent motif selection and extraction process.
The input is a set of time series T = {〈P1, c1〉, 〈P2, c2〉, . . . }. The output is a set of
motifs, H ′′; a set of frequently occurring PCG cycles that are considered to be good
discriminators of class. These motifs can then be used to classify previously unseen
PCGs. The proposed mechanism is a three stage process:
1. Cycle segmentation.
2. Candidate motif selection.
3. Frequent motif extraction.
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In the first stage, the set T is processed to produce the set H , a set of heartbeat cycle
and class pairs 〈hi, ci〉. In the second stage, the set H is pruned by removing infrequent
cycles so as to produce a set of cycles H ′. This is then further processed in Stage 3 to
identify the set of k motifs, the most frequent cycles within H ′ that are good discrim-
inators of class; these are held in a set H ′′ which can be then used as a “data bank”
in a Nearest Neighbour Classification (NNC) model which in turn can be used to label
previously unseen time series. Each stage is discussed in further detail in the following
three subsections, Subsections 3.1 to 3.3.
3.1 Cycle Segmentation
PCGs cycles comprises: (i) a heartbeat, (ii) some murmurs and clicks, if diseased, and
(iii) noise. A cycle is measured from the start of the S1 component to the start of the
following S1 component. The idea was to segment a training set of labelled PCGs into
a collection of cycles and then to group the cycles according to class-labels. This idea
is common in the Signal Processing field and has been applied to PCG signals to, for
example, study the duration of S1 or to find “click positions” [21,30]. The proposed
mechanism differs from this previous work; the focus is on “whole cycles” rather than
their components. The mechanism, is founded on that presented in [12], but with mod-
ifications, and operates using a dynamic threshold, computed for each PCG signal, so
as to detect the beginning of cycles.
The process is as follows. For each point series Pi = {pi1 , pi2 , . . . } ∈ T the stan-
dardised signal energy envelope (V ) is calculated according to the signal (time series)
energy E which is standardised to give E′. The energy E = {e1, e2, . . . } is com-
puted by squaring the amplitude values (pij ) in Pi, for each ej ∈ E, using Equation 1.
There are many other ways to calculate the energy of a signal, such as using absolute
value, Shannon entropy or Shannon energy [12]. As the aim in the context of the work
presented in this paper is to detect the beginning of cycles, the start of the S1 compo-
nent, usually the component with highest amplitude (the loudest) [8], the above method
of calculating the energy was adopted because samples with high amplitude will be
favoured over those with low amplitude. This will in turn facilitate S1 detection. The
standardised energy e′j , given a value ej , is then calculated using Equation 2, where µe
and σe are the mean and standard deviation of E respectively.
ej = p
2
ij (1) e
′
j =
ej − µe
σe
(2)
The set of standardised energy values, E′ = {e′1, e′2, . . . } are then used to define
the envelope V , which is then used to detect the beginning of cycles using an amplitude
“cut-off” value t. The process is illustrated in Figure 1. The process starts by iden-
tifying the oscillation in V with the highest energy value, the magenta oscillation in
Figure 1(a). Then, a predefined α threshold, a percentage of the width of the oscilla-
tion with the highest amplitude (the start and end of an oscillation can be identified
from trend changes in V ), is used to determine the value for t, the cyan line shown
in Figure 1(b) (and Figure 1(c)). The value for t is used to find ascending intersection
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points in V as shown in Figure 1(c). All oscillations in the energy envelope V whose
amplitude falls bellow t are ignored, because they are deemed to be S2s, clicks and
murmurs. Using this process, some ascending intersection points demarcating S2 com-
ponents will still be retained, as illustrated in Figure 1(c). To remove these, the distance
between intersection points is considered, if this falls below the average distance then
we have an S2 intersection point which should be ignored. The retained points are then
used to “track” back along the energy envelope V until a change in trend is discovered;
this marks the start of an S1 component and thus the start of a cycle, the cycle ends with
the start of the following S1 component. In this manner a set of cycles (heartbeats),
H = {〈h1, c1〉, 〈h2, c2〉, . . . }, for the given collection of time series (PCGs) T , is ob-
tained. Note that each heartbeat hj has a class-label cj associated with it where cj is
taken from a set of class-labels C.
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Fig. 1. Dynamic t value calculation using a PCG envelope signal: (a) example PCG envelope with
the highest amplitude oscillation highlighted, (b) t value calculation and (c) intersect points.
3.2 Candidate Motif Selection
In Stage 2, the collection of heartbeats (cycles) H , generated during Stage 1, each with
an associated class-label, is pruned by removing cycles that are infrequent so as to retain
a set of candidate frequent cycles, H ′. The assumption was that frequent cycles were
likely to be better indicators of class than infrequent cycles. To find cycle frequency,
a novel mechanism was adopted whereby a hypothetical cycle, r, referred to as the
“zero motif”, holding only zero values was used, r = {rj : rj = 0, j = 1 to j =
|h| ∀h ∈ H}. The similarity between each heartbeat hi ∈ H , and r was calculated
using a Euclidean Distance similarity function (Equation 3). However, given that r is
a vector of zeros, the similarity function could be simplified to give Equation 4. Since
the length (|hi|) of each cycle hi is not fixed, the similarity value was normalised by
dividing it by cycle length (Equation 5).
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d(r, hi) =
√√√√j=ω∑
j=1
(rj − hij )2 (3) dr(hi) =
√√√√j=ω∑
j=1
h2ij (4)
dr(hi) =
√∑j=ω
j=1 h
2
ij
|hi| (5)
The obtained similarity values were used to define a Gaussian distribution, with
bins holding similarity values arranged along the x-axis, for which the mean (µd) and
sigma (σd) values were calculated. The cycles associated with bins falling within a
given number of standard deviations, defined by a parameter ζ, were then retained to
give a set H ′ (H ′ ⊂ H).
3.3 Frequent Motif Extraction
The third and final stage in the proposed process, given a set of candidate frequent cy-
cles H ′, is to identify the most frequent cycles (motifs) that are deemed to be the best
discriminators and store these in a set H ′′. Frequent motifs were defined using a thresh-
old σ; if the frequency count of a cycle was greater than σ, the cycle was considered
to be frequent and we have a candidate motif. Preliminary experiments, not reported
here, indicated that the number of remaining cycles in H ′ could still be large and that
not necessarily all of them would be good discriminators of class. An optional mech-
anism for limiting the number of candidate frequent cycles to be considered was thus
introduced using a parameter max, whereby the max most frequent candidates from
the set H ′ was chosen. If this option was not chosen, all the frequent candidates in the
set H ′ would be considered. We distinguish the two approaches as the Max and All
approaches respectively.
The cycles associated with each class was processed in turn by creating a subset A
from H ′ comprised of cycles that belong to ci. Next, the frequency count fi for each
cycle hj ∈ A was determined using Euclidean Distance as the similarity measure and a
threshold λ to define whether two cycles were similar or not; if the Euclidean distance
between two cycles was less than λ, the two cycles were deemed to be similar. In this
manner, a frequency count for each hi ∈ A was obtained. In each case, if the count
was less than σ% of |A|, the cycle was removed from the subset A. Note that if a high
σ threshold value is used, the set A may become empty, thus the value for σ must
be selected appropriately. The set A is then ordered according to the frequency count.
If the Max approach has been adopted only the max most frequent cycles in A are
retained, otherwise all the cycles inA are retained. Whatever the case, the next step was
to select the k most “discriminative” motifs from the set A. The most discriminative
motifs are considered to be the most frequently occurring cycles which are associated
with only one class (there are no similar cycles associated with other classes). It is then
necessary to compare each cycle inAwith all other cycles inH ′ (similarity is measured
in the same way as before using Euclidean Distance and the λ threshold). The identified
discriminative cycles are stored in the set H ′′. This set can then be used as the “data
bank” in a Nearest Neighbour Classification (NNC) model.
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4 Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation of the proposed mechanism. For the evaluation, a
dataset of canine PCGs was used; this is described in Subsection 4.1. Subsection 4.2
presents the experimental set-up in terms of the parameters used. The following three
subsections, Subsections 4.3 to 4.5, report on experiments designed to evaluate the op-
eration of the cycle segmentation subprocess, the candidate motif selection subprocess
and the frequent motif extraction subprocess respectively. Subsections 4.6 and 4.7 con-
sider the runtime and accuracy of the proposed mechanism in comparison with two
competitor approaches.
4.1 Evaluation Data
The dataset used for the evaluation was a set of 59 PCGs, encapsulated as WAVE files,
collected using an electronic stethoscope, from animals with and without Mitral Valve
disease. The average length of a single (PCG) point series was approximately 800K
points. Each point series had a class-label associated with it selected from the class
attribute set {B1, B2, C, Control}. The first three class attributes represented the three
stages of Mitral Valve disease according to the European College of Veterinary Internal
Medicine (ECVIM) classification [2,23]. The last class attribute was the control class,
no disease.
4.2 Experimental Set-up
Recall that the proposed mechanism required six parameters: λ, σ, ζ,max, k and α. The
selected values for these parameters all affect the number of frequent motifs identified
and consequently the quality of any further utilisation of the motifs. Clearly, the higher
the σ frequency threshold value, the fewer motifs that would be identified because the
criteria for frequency would become stricter as σ increased. Inversely, the higher the
similarity λ threshold value, the greater the number of motifs that would be identified
because the criteria for similarity would become less strict as λ increased. As the value
for ζ is increased, the number of selected motifs would also increase, but the average
frequency of occurrence would decrease. The values for max and k would also affect
the number of identified candidate frequent motifs and, it was conjectured, would thus
also influence the number of frequent motifs eventually selected. For the experiments,
ranges of values for λ and σ were used, {17e5, 91e5, 164e5, 238e5} and {0.1, 1} re-
spectively. Similarly, a range of three values was used for both ζ and k, {1, 2, 3} and
{10, 20, 30} respectively. The value for max was set to 60 although any value greater
than k could have been used. The α parameter, the oscillation-width threshold to decide
where the t cut-off was located, was fixed at 70%; this was the value was suggested
in [12].
4.3 Cycle Segmentation Subprocess Evaluation
As noted earlier, the proposed cycle segmentation subprocess used a dynamic cut-off
value t, computed using a user-specified α threshold that expressed a percentage-width
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of the oscillation with the highest amplitude in a given time series. A method also
adopted in [12] where α = 70 was suggested to detect the S1 and S2 PCG components.
The focus with respect to this paper was to detect the start of cycles, the start of the
S1 component, therefore α = 70 was used to detect all S1 components (and some S2
components which were discarded later). An example of the results obtained is given
in Figure 2 using a fragment of one of the evaluation PCG time series. In Figure 2(a),
the envelope signal is given for the raw signal given in Figure 2(b). From the figure,
it can be seen that all S1s are identified (and in this case no S2s because these are all
below the “cut-off” line) but no noise points. Using α = 70, applied to the evaluation
dataset, resulted in the identification of 2139 cardiac cycles, an average of 36.25 cycles
per PCG (time series), stored in the set H .
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Fig. 2. Extraction of cardiac cycles from the signal energy envelope; (a) envelope PCG signal
with “cut-off” line, and (b) raw PCG signal with “start points”.
4.4 Candidate Motif Selection Subprocess Evaluation
The Candidate Frequent Cycle Selection subprocess was used to identify and select the
most frequent cycles in H , and prune the remainder. The proposed method involved
determining the Gaussian distribution of the similarity values (distances), calculated
using a novel zero motif approach, and then selecting those that were within a number
of standard deviations as prescribed by the user-supplied ζ threshold. The effectiveness
is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows the distribution of distances for each class in the
evaluation dataset. A normal distribution (bell-shape) curve can be fitted to these dis-
tributions (the red line in the figure). The “68.3-95.5-99.7 empirical rule” was adopted,
which assumes that 68.27%, 95.45% and 99.73% of the distances fall with 1, 2 and 3
standard deviations respectively from the mean (µd), to select frequent cycles and store
them in a set H ′.
4.5 Frequent Motif Extraction Subprocess Evaluation
During the Frequent Motif Extraction subprocess, cycles were ordered according to
their frequency within the set H ′ and then either: (i) a given number (max) of the most
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Fig. 3. The best-fit distribution curve for distance similarity values for each class.
frequent cycles were selected or (ii) all cycles were considered. The retained cycles
were then processed to determine discriminating cycles, the motifs. The k most frequent
best discriminating cycles were then retained, these were then the set of motifs to be
used for classification purposes. Evaluation of the process indicated that using the Max
approach, some classes had no motifs associated with them at all. A modification was
therefore made to the Max approach to ensure that each class had at least one motif
associated with it. This change solved the problem.
4.6 Runtime Evaluation
To determine the runtime complexity, 18 sets of experiments were conducted using
ζ = {1, 2, 3}, k = {10, 20, 30} and either the All or Max approach. Experiments,
not reported here, were also conducted using a range of λ and σ values, but it was
found that this did not affect the runtime, so the results are presented here in the context
of the ζ and k parameters, and the approach used. The results are presented in Table 1,
these are average runtimes obtained using five evaluation runs. In the table, runtimes are
presented for: (i) Cycle Segmentation, (ii) Candidate Motif Selection and (iii) Frequent
Motif Extraction. The last column in the table presents the average runtime to process
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a single PCG time series (the sum of the values in the previous three columns divided
by 59, the number of records in the test dataset).
Table 1. Runtime for PCG Frequent Motif Selection and Extraction (seconds).
ζ k
Cycle Candidate Frequent Motif Extraction Average
Extraction Motif Selection All Max All Max
1
10
15.97
184.03
10.55 15.10 3.57 3.57
20 11.67 11.40 3.59 3.58
30 12.43 11.12 3.60 3.58
2
10
184.05
12.10 29.94 3.60 3.90
20 13.94 24.58 3.63 3.81
30 15.29 23.78 3.65 3.65
3
10
184.06
11.87 35.77 3.59 4.00
20 14.02 31.34 3.63 3.92
30 15.67 30.34 3.66 3.90
From the table, it can be seen that the difference between the runtimes, using differ-
ent ζ values, when selecting candidate frequent cycles, was negligible. As anticipated,
the larger the k value, the more runtime that was required to discover the frequent motifs
using the All approach and the less runtime that was required to discover the frequent
motifs using the Max approach. The reason for the difference in runtime between the
All and Max approaches was unclear: most of the Max experiments required a longer
runtime, however two of them (ζ = 1 with k = 20 and ζ = 1 with k = 30) fea-
tured a runtime that was less than the All approach. As also anticipated, when using the
Max approach the runtime increased as ζ increased because a larger number of cycles
required processing. However, the total runtime required for a single time series to be
processed, on average, was similar in all cases.
The average runtime for the combination of parameters that gave the best accu-
racy (accuracy is discussed in further detail in the next subsection) was 3.65 sec/record
which is much faster compared with the motif discovery mechanisms and algorithms
reported in [1] and [22] where best accuracy runtimes of 700.20 sec/record and 4500.00
sec/record were recorded respectively. Note that the proposed algorithm, and the two
comparator algorithms, were implemented using the Java programming language and
run on an iMac Pro (2017) computer with 8-Cores, 3.2GHz Intel Xeon W CPU and
19MB RAM.
4.7 Classification Accuracy
The experimental results presented in the previous subsection demonstrated that the
proposed process speeded up the runtime compared with the comparator mechanisms
considered. However, for this speed up to be of value, the accuracy should not be ad-
versely affected. The experiments reported on in this subsection sought to investigate
this. The parameter settings used were as follows:
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– ζ = {1, 2, 3}.
– k = {10, 20, 30}.
– max = 60.
– 〈λ, σ〉 = {〈17e5, 0.1〉, 〈91e5, 0.1〉, 〈164e5, 0.1〉, 〈238e5, 0.1〉, 〈238e5, 1〉}.
– Discrimination approach = { All , Max }.
The adopted process for classifying previously unseen cycles (motifs) was the well-
known Nearest Neighbour Classification (NNC) method [6], because this was frequently
used in the context of time/point series analysis [26,31]. For the experiments, kNNC =
1 and kNNC = 3 were used. The dataset was divided into training and testing subsets
and five cross validation was applied. The idea was that the accuracy of the classifica-
tion would provide an indicator of the quality of the proposed approach; the metric used
were accuracy (Acc.).
Given that each query PCG to be labelled comprised a number of cycles, each of
which would be labelled separately, there was a chance that more than one class-label
would be associated with the query PCG. To select the most “appropriate” class-label,
three different methods were considered: (i) Shortest Distance (SD), (ii) Shortest Total
Distances (STD) and (iii) Highest Votes (HV). The SD method simply chooses the
class-label associated with the most similar motif. The STD method chooses the class-
label associated with the lowest accumulated distance. The HV method chooses the
most frequently occurring class-label. In each case, if more than one class-label was
nominated, one of the other class selection methods was applied.
Analysis of the results indicated some interesting patterns. It was found that ζ = 2
usually produces the best accuracy regardless of the kNNC value, approach or classifi-
cation method used. The best results, with regard to the 〈λ, σ〉 combinations considered,
are presented in Table 2. The table includes the average runtimes recorded (secs). The
best obtained accuracy was 72.0% when 〈λ, σ〉 = 〈164e5, 0.1〉, the Max approach, the
HV classification method, ζ = 2, k = 30 and kNNC = 3; a runtime of only 3.65
sec/record was recorded. Comparing this best recorded accuracy with that obtained
using the comparator mechanism described in [1], and the motif discovery approach
presented in [22], it was found that the same level of accuracy was obtained but much
more efficiently.
Table 2. The best classification accuracy results.
〈λ, σ〉 Parameters Results
λ σ
Discrim. Class.
ζ k kNNC Acc.
Runtime
Approach Method (Sec.)
17e5 0.1 All HV 3 10 1 0.667 3.59
91e5 0.1 Max HV 3 20 3 0.704 3.92
164e5 0.1 Max HV 2 30 3 0.720 3.65
238e5 0.1 Max HV 2 30 3 0.695 3.65
238e5 1 Max HV 2 30 3 0.695 3.65
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5 Conclusions
An approach to PCG classification, using the concept of Motifs has been described.
The proposed process addresses the challenge of finding discriminative motifs in long
time series using three pipelined mechanisms: (i) cycle segmentation and (ii) candidate
motif selection and (iii) frequent motif extraction. The first mechanism, has been rel-
atively well studied, but as a means of analysing PCG cycles and not as precursor to
motif discovery. The second mechanism featured a novel approach, that did not require
every candidate frequent subsequence to be compared to every other subsequence, to
prune time series subsequences (cycles) that could not be considered to be frequent.
The third involved the extraction of motifs that were good discriminators of class from
the retained candidate frequent motifs. The performance of the proposed approach was
analysed in terms of runtime and the quality of the identified motifs in the context of a
classification scenario, with respect to two comparator algorithms. The results obtained
demonstrated a similar classification accuracy, but a significant runtime improvement.
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